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Abstract

Those in the Gricean tradition take it that successful human communication features an

audience who not only arrives at the intended content of the signal, but also recognizes

the speaker’s intention that they do so. Some in this tradition have also argued that

there are yet further conditions on communicative success, which rule out the possibility

of communicating by luck. Supposing that both intention-recognition and some sort of

anti-luck condition are correctly included in an analysis of human communication, this

article asks what the value of events satisfying these conditions is. I present a puzzle

concerning the value of intention-recognition which is analogous to the Meno Problem in

epistemology, but ultimately argue that this puzzle is solveable: the signaling-relevant

value of intention recognition can be vindicated. However, I argue that the version of this

puzzle that concerns the further proposed luck-proofing conditions on communication can

not be answered. I argue therefore that communication, as analyzed by many, is no more

valuable qua signal than a proper subset of its conditions. Human communication is then

not a uniquely valuable signaling event.
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1 Introduction

Humans are far from being the only animals to engage in signaling; vervet monkeys deploy

distinct calls to warn one another of predators from the ground and from the air (Cheney

and Seyfarth 1990; Ducheminsky et al. 2014); octopi raise their mantles and extend their

tentacles to intimidate would-be aggressors (Godfrey-Smith 2016); honey bees use a “dance

language” to indicate the location of food to one another (von Frisch 1967). But the way

that humans typically signal to one another is often taken to be distinctive, featuring very

large repertoires of signs whose combinations feature a compositional semantics and are

generated by a recursive syntax. Nor is this where the distinctiveness of human signaling

ends; those in the Gricean tradition take it that human signaling is also typically mediated

by complex inferences about each other’s mental states, where the theory of mind required

in order to do this belongs, many contend, to us alone1. If the Griceans are correct, and

paradigmatic human communication does require exceptional additions like mind-reading,

it is natural to suppose that this contributes to human communication being somehow

better as a type of signaling.

This paper presents two puzzles which challenge this supposition, the first of which I offer a

solution to, and the latter of which I suggest may be interestingly unsolvable. The puzzles

arise for anyone who accepts the following premises, as many working in the Gricean

tradition now will2:

1There is a massive amount of literature on the question of non-human animals’ capacity for metarepre-

sentation; a relatively recent review of this literature is Burge (2018). Important recent philosophical work

on the relationship between human and non-human communication includes Armstrong (2021); Bar-On

(2013a,b).

2Strictly speaking, the first puzzle is aptly posed even to someone who accepts just the second and

fourth of these premises, but for the solution that I offer to be available, one must also accept the first

(intentionalism). In any event, those who accept that signaling success requires intention recognition will
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Intentionalism: What an instance of paradigmatic human signaling means is

(at least partly) determined by what the signaler intends.

Signaling success requires intention attribution: for an instance of paradig-

matic human signaling to succeed, the receiver must arrive at the content the

signaler intended to get across and moreover see that the signaler intended her

to do this.

Signaling success is luck-sensitive: for an instance of paradigmatic human

signaling to succeed, the receiver’s arrival at the content intended by the signaler

can’t be a matter of mere luck.

Human communication is one sort of signaling transaction among

others: while humans may characteristically communicate via transactions

accurately characterized by the above premises, there are other phenomena in

the natural world that are aptly described as signals/ signaling, which don’t

satisfy these conditions.

For the sort of theorist who accepts these premises, the following is a natural question:

what is so special about intention-recognition, or the avoidance of luck, such that they

feature in the standard of successful communication that we hold one another to? In other

words, why are transactions in which the audience meets this standard— successful human

communication3— uniquely valuable signaling events? The two puzzles that I raise for

communication concern variations on just this sort of question.

likewise generally accept intentionalism. The second puzzle is aptly posed to anyone who accepts even just

the third and fourth premises below.

3While I will speak, at times, of “successful communication” and “successful understanding”, I take

this to be strictly speaking redundant, as I treat both “communicate” and “understand” as success terms.

Moreover, in what follows, the term “communication” is intended to be understood as referring to the kind

of signaling transaction that humans paradigmatically engage in.
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The subject matter of this paper is the value of communication, but much of our discussion

will focus specifically on the receiver’s half of a successful communicative transaction, which

we refer to as utterance-understanding. In §2 I begin by presenting in a bit more detail

the analysis that those in the Gricean tradition give of utterance-understanding. In §3

we’re then positioned to introduce the first puzzle for the signaling-relevant value of such

utterance-understanding and for the variety of communication that requires it. I argue

that this puzzle is solveable, and in so arguing I offer a novel argument for the value

of the intention-recognition condition on successful communication. In §4 I then move

on to a discussion of the literature suggesting that successful utterance-understanding is

undermined by luck, and of the luck-proofing conditions that have been, or might be,

suggested in order to provide an analysis commensurate with this observation. In §5 I then

present a puzzle concerning the value of such anti-luck conditions, and conclude that this

puzzle isn’t solveable.

2 What is Utterance-Understanding?

In order to get to our puzzles about the value of utterance-understanding, and with it

communication, we first need attend to the Gricean picture of what successful utterance-

understanding is. According to the broadly Gricean4 analysis of utterance-understanding,

the receiver of a signal understands it just in case she satisfies the following three condi-

tions:

Attitude to content: as a result of the signal, she comes to bear some

4This presentation is not precisely Grice’s own, as it borrows language from the subsequent tradition

he inspired, notably Sperber and Wilson (1986, 2015) who, with others in the cognitive sciences, often

refer to the sort of communication we’re targeting here as “ostensive-inferential communication”. These

theorists are concerned with analyzing human communication in general, rather that “speaker meaning” in

particular, as Grice was.
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attitude, α, to some content, p.

Accordance with speaker intention: p is (consistent with) the content

the speaker intended to get across with the signal.

Attribution of speaker intentions: it is evident to her that the speaker

intended the signal to cause her to bear α to (some content appropriately related

to) p.

Call these conditions attitude, accordance, and attribution, for short.

Attitude gets at the condition which, on the original Gricean formulation (Grice 1957),

would require the receiver to come to believe the relevant content. However, the subsequent

literature is well-populated by reasons to resist the idea that belief is the right attitude

to specify here, and by Grice (1969) he talks merely of the speaker creating a desired

“response” in the audience. The question of precisely which attitude is the right one here

will be irrelevant for our purposes, and for this reason we abstract away from the matter,

leaving α as a stand-in. Particularly in cases of non-declarative utterances, it is likewise

not clear that a proposition is even the sort of content that an audience comes to grasp,

so we abstract away from this issue as well; while I use ‘p’ as a stand-in for the content to

which α is borne, I do not mean this to commit us to any particular view of what utterance

content is. The above is then compatible with the idea that utterance-understanding may

sometimes involve having an appropriate attitude toward sets of propositions, if this is

indeed the content of interrogatives (Hamblin 1973; Groenendijk and Stokhof 1984), or

properties, if this is the content of imperatives (Portner 2004, 2007; Charlow 2014; Starr

2020).

Accordance says that communication involves some kind of conformity of the object of

the audience’s α attitude to what the speaker wanted to express in the first place. Included

in accordance is a parenthetical hedge against the possibility that communication can

occur even where there is no one particular content that the speaker and audience both
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have in mind5; if this causes any consternation, the reader can suppose that the relation

between the propositions targeted by speaker and audience is just that of identity.

And Attribution rules out cases where a receiver comes to bear α to p but doesn’t see

that this is what the signaler intended6.

While those in the Gricean tradition would agree that the above are necessary conditions on

successful utterance-understanding, they are also widely taken not to be jointly sufficient–

counterexamples to their sufficiency will be discussed in §4 below, and are what will lead us

to our second puzzle. Already though, an interesting question about the value of utterance-

understanding can be presented which focuses on the value of attribution.

5Bezuidenhout (1997) for instance suggested that signalers and receivers will often represent objects

under different modes of presentation, and that this is entirely compatible with successful communication,

arguing that “we need recognize only speaker-relative content and listener-relative content and a relation

of similarity holding between these two contents” (1997, 198). Buchanan (2010) argues that, for linguistic

signals involving quantification, there might be multiple ways of restricting the domain of this quantification

which yield different propositions, but which a signaler would find it equally acceptable for the receiver to

arrive at. He suggests in fact that signaler’s informative intentions might be aimed at something more like a

“propositional template” than a specific proposition. For further discussion of the idea that communication

doesn’t require coordination on identical contents, see also Carston (2002) and Onofri (2018, 2019).

6Note that attribution doesn’t contain what would be needed in order to restrict cases of successful

communication to those of successful speaker meaning, as articulated in Grice (1957). Speaker meaning

requires that the receiver bear α to p because of the recognition that the speaker intends this, whereas the

above allows that the receiver merely see that the speaker did intend this, without requiring that this stand

in a causal relation to her bearing α to p
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3 The First Puzzle: What is the Value of Intention-Attribution?

Supposing that the above has made some headway in correctly saying what utterance-

understanding (and thus communication) is, it remains to ask why we should care about

the state that satisfies the above conditions. In asking this question we turn from mat-

ters of analysis to matters of value. Why is a signaling event that satisfies attitude,

accordance, and attribution better than one that merely satisfies attitude and ac-

cordance? That is, what is the added value of the receiver attributing an informative

intention to the signaler over and above the value of the receiver having arrived at an

attitude toward a proposition consistent with what the speaker intended?

Here’s a natural first answer: satisfying attribution makes satisfying attitude and ac-

cordance more likely. It is often claimed, after all, that intention-inferencing is what

enables the complexity and efficiency of human signaling acts. But immediately apparent

is that, while an audience’s recognizing the speaker’s intentions might be conducive to her

entertaining the content the speaker had in mind (i.e. to satisfying attitude and accor-

dance), this instrumental value will not be able to vindicate the attribution condition.

That’s because, if the audience already satisfies attitude and accordance, then there’s

no need to stack further conditions on top that will probabilify their satisfaction—they’re

already satisfied! This is what is sometimes called a swamping problem: where we stipu-

late that attitude and accordance are already satisfied, the value of attribution is

“swamped” by the already-secured value of the other two conditions.

If we want to vindicate the value of attribution over and above that of attitude and

accordance, we’ll need to come up with some other story about why it is valuable, one

that doesn’t rely on its being instrumental in satisfying the other conditions. Maybe, for

instance, in tracking the signaler’s intentions, one has secured something that is valuable for

the larger task of modeling conspecifics’ mental states and thus predicting and explaining

their actions down the line. This may well be true. But here is the next worry: this story
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wouldn’t suggest that attribution contributed any further value that was relevant to the

task of signaling per se.

The point here is a delicate, but not unfamiliar, one: we can adjudicate the value of tokens

relative to different domains of value, and certain traits may contribute to the token’s value

in one domain of evaluation but not in another. How well a person runs would be irrelevant

to ranking their ability qua weightlifter, for instance. And how well an interaction augments

the receiver’s future behavior-predicting abilities is, I contend, irrelevant to assessing its

value qua signaling event.

This makes sense so long as we regard “signaling” as a distinct domain of value–but what

would this mean, exactly? The first step in characterizing a domain of value is an axiology

that enumerates what is intrinsically valuable in that domain, or, if one likes, what the

central goal of that domain is. So what, in the signaling domain, is intrinsically valuable?

It won’t do to characterize this goal in a way that is narrowly appropriate only to the sort

of communication that (those in the Gricean tradition think) is distinctive of humans, since

such communication is meant to be only one event-type within this domain. If one takes

a naturalistic view of signaling, as we have committed to doing, then the goal of signaling

per se can’t be specified in a way that excludes consideration of the way that non-human

animals can fill either sender or receiver nodes of a signaling transaction. Indeed, on the

naturalistic view even non-sentient entities, like plants or storm clouds, can stand in the

signaler node of a signaling transaction, and any creature capable of responsiveness to its

environment can stand in the receiver node. So the goal of signaling, per se, can not be to

induce a mental state, such as an attitude toward some content, even if a particular kind of

signaling (e.g. human communication) does require this. Finally, the goal of signaling per

se can not be specified in a way that only makes sense for declarative utterances. There are

those who have argued that knowledge is the essential goal of communication (e.g. Evans

1982; Heck 1995; Peet 2019) and while I will leave it open whether this might be apt when

it comes to human declarative communication specifically, I take it is not plausible as an
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account of the distinctive goal of signaling generally. Questions and commands, after all,

won’t as a rule give rise to worldly knowledge7 in their receivers– while it’s plausible that

questions do distinctively serve a goal related to inquiry, which is a close relative to the

goal of knowledge (see Friedman 2020), this case can not be made for commands– when

someone says “shut the door” they are concerned with a world-mind direction of fit, not the

distinctively epistemic mind-world direction. It therefore is not plausible that knowledge

production is the goal of signaling per se.

What then is intrinsically valuable within the signaling domain? Familiar from the litera-

ture advancing naturalistic perspectives in epistemology, is a way of talking about signals as

instigating the “flow,” “spread,” or “transmission” of information between systems whose

states bear some (often asymmetric) dependence relation to one another (e.g. Lewis 1969;

Dretske 1981; Millikan 1984; Skyrms 2010). Regarding the familiar questions that this

characterization raises—what exactly is information? What is it for a system to bear some

information? How are systems to be individuated? And is the dependence we’re talking

about here causal, or else a matter of metaphysical or logical necessitation, or something

else?— answers have of course varied. But the discrepancies between particular naturalistic

accounts will be unimportant for our purposes: I think we can say something helpful, even

while leaving terms like system, information, and dependence less than fully interpreted.

We will proceed with the bare idea that what is fundamentally valuable within the domain

of signaling is the spread of information, where this minimally involves information present

in System 1 coming to be present in System 2 as a consequence of some specific relation

of dependence between the two8. And we will construe “information” broadly, to include

7Of course questions and commands may still give rise to some knowledge, e.g. that a signal occurred,

or even that the signal meant what it did. But this is knowledge about the signal itself, not about the

world, and I take it is not the sort of knowledge that a theorist like Evans (1982) thinks communication

aims at.

8Note that attitude already builds in a relation of dependence, because it requires that the receiver
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not just propositional contents but also alternative semantic objects, so as to include the

contents of, say, questions and commands9.

The foregoing positions us to get back to our puzzle. This puzzle specifically concerns

whether paradigmatic human communication is uniquely valuable qua signaling event. And

it can now be summarized as a dilemma: either attribution derives its value from the

fact that it is conducive to satisfying attitude and accordance, in which case its value

is swamped, or else it derives its value from something unrelated to information transfer–

and so irrelevant to signaling as a domain of value. Either horn– the swamping problem

or the domain irrelevance problem– would entail that attribution added no signaling-

relevant value over and above that of the other conditions, and thus that, if the Griceans

are right about what successful human communication requires, human communication is

no more valuable as a signaling transaction than other events satisfying a proper subset of

its conditions.

This dilemma about the value of communication is a novel one, but its structure is not

new: it is precisely analogous to a problem that has historically been raised for the value of

bear α to p because of the signal.

9What about signals that don’t seem to provide new information, even of the kind carried by questions

or commands? Consider what Malinowski, thinking of “free, aimless social intercourse” such as comments

on weather, called “phatic communion” (Malinowski 1936, 313)– does such intercourse initiate any sort

of information transfer? On its face it may not seem like it, since comments about the weather, say, are

often already known to be true. Due to lack of space, I will simply gesture at two options for pushing back

against this conclusion: first, one might engage in further interpretation of the notion information transfer

so that cases where System 1 brings about a heightened salience of a piece of information in System 2

counts, perhaps drawing upon the discussion of such cases in Sperber and Wilson (2015). Secondly, in the

spirit of Malinowski’s own view, we might insist that phatic communion does pass on some sort of novel

information having to do with affirmation of the addressee’s continued personhood in the community.
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knowledge, where the question has been what value justification could add over and above

the value of true belief: if justification merely makes true belief more likely, then its value

is swamped where true belief is aready secured. But if the value of justification doesn’t

have something to do with true belief, its hard to say why it would have any distinctively

epistemic value. This puzzle dates back to Plato’s Meno, and has been updated in ways

that take aim at a number of different contemporary theories of justification (see e.g.

Zagzebski 2004; Kvanvig 2003).

In any case, whatever may be the prospects for answering the epistemic versions of the

puzzle, I want to present a method for solving our puzzle concerning the signaling-relevant

value of attribution. Attribution, one might argue, does bear a relation to information

transfer, just not an instrumental relation. Rather, it represents a kind of respect for the

goal of information transfer on the receiver’s part10.

This strategy for solving the puzzle implicitly raises a fundamental question for theories

of value: where s1 is among the states countenanced by a theory’s axiology as valuable

in itself— we may speak of such a state also as intrinsically or fundamentally valuable

within that domain— what relation to s1 is sufficient to render some further state also

valuable? For any domain of value–be it moral, epistemic, or signaling– we may ask what,

in that domain, holds intrinsic value, and what relation to that intrinsic value allows further

states to hold extrinsic or derivative value. We are all familiar with the different answers

10This proposed solution is inspired by the attempt in Kvanvig (2003) to solve the analogous problem

concerning knowledge. However, one needn’t find Kvanvig’s solution to that problem persuasive in order

to accept the solution I sketch here to the first value problem concerning communication. For instance,

Kvanvig’s solution to the value problem for knowledge requires accepting a variety of subjective internalism

as the correct standard of epistemic justification, but the solution I give here neither requires this nor makes

any analogous move to allow the problem of communication’s value to put pressure on communication’s

analysis.
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that consequentialists and deontologists give to this question in moral philosophy11, but in

other domains of value, a consequentialist answer is sometimes prematurely assumed to be

correct— as Berker (2013) notes for instance, epistemological theories have almost always

said that the right relation to the fundamental epistemic good is the conducing relation12.

The strategy I present here, which is inspired by a version of epistemic non-consequentialism

recently advocated for by Sylvan (2020), relies on the idea that a conducing relation is at

least not the only relation to information transfer that allows a state or event to bear

extrinsic signaling-relevant value, and that a further such relation is something like that

of respecting. The notion of respect we aim to get at here is something like Darwall’s

“recognition respect,” which “consists in giving appropriate consideration or recognition to

some feature of its object in deliberating about what to do” (Darwall 1977, 38). To respect

the goal of information transfer is then to bear in mind certain important features of what

constitutes information transfer when deliberating about which attitudes to form.

We saw that, at first glance, it might look like attribution is a substantive suggestion

about how to probabilify the satisfaction of attitude and accordance. Were this true,

attribution would bear an instrumental relation to attitude-accordance and its value

would be swamped. But I don’t think this is how attribution is best understood. For

one thing, attribution by itself doesn’t specify that the audience proceeded in a rational

or otherwise prescribed way from the signal to a conclusion about the speaker’s commu-

nicative intentions, just that she attributed to them some communicative intention—so the

11Some deontologists will disagree with this framing, which supposes that the good is prior to the right.

However, I take it that there are at least some deontologists who won’t. See Sylvan (2020) for discussion.

12Discussion of epistemic consequentialism and its alternatives has abounded in the last few years (see

e.g. essays in Grajner and Schmechtig 2016; Ahlstrom-Vij and Dunn 2018). While a rejection of epistemic

consequentalism isn’t uncontroversial, nor is it without recent support (e.g. Berker 2013, 2015; Andow 2017;

Littlejohn 2018; Snow 2018; Roberts et al. 2018; Sylvan 2020).
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satisfaction of attribution actually doesn’t by itself make it more likely that the audience

satisfies accordance, at least.

I think that we should instead, or at least in addition, see attribution as requiring

that the audience grasps the constitutive norms of a signaling act, where a constitutive

norm is a rule that defines an activity13. And signaling as an activity is defined by an

orientation, at the audience node, toward the recovery of the information encoded in the

signal. The satisfaction of attribution may be seen as part of grasping this norm where

one is committed to intentionalism, and so takes the speaker’s informative intentions to be

determinative of what the signal’s meaning is. The audience’s attributing intentions to the

speaker is a way of respecting information transfer itself, in the sense described above: it

amounts to letting the determinants of the signal’s meaning weigh appropriately in one’s

deliberation about what attitude to form.

In the communicative case, the audience’s allowing what content they arrive at to be de-

pendent on the speaker’s intentions is like a would-be knower’s acknowledging that having

true beliefs is a matter of their mental state’s fitting the world; it is just part of understand-

ing the nature of the activity. The speaker’s information state (including their intentions),

together with the signal itself, is the first half of a signaling transaction, without which

the notion of information transfer is incoherent. The foregoing is consistent with the nat-

uralistic paradigm we committed to above, on which signaling acts per se don’t require

13Some might be resistant to the idea that understanding is rule-guided in any way– so-called pragmatic

particularists (Buchanan and Schiller 2021) for instance, will say that audiences understand speakers by

making inferences to the best explanation, but that there are no principles more specific than that that

guide interpretation. Properly understood though, my claim about signaling having constitutive norms is

compatible with the particularists’ line— I have said merely that signaling as an activity is defined by an

orientation, at the audience node, toward the recovery of the information encoded in the signal. I have said

nothing about how that recovery is to be executed.
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intentions. It’s true that grasping the project of signaling doesn’t require an acknowledge-

ment of intentions, because signaling can take place with a system incapable of intentional

states at the signaler node. But this is correct in the same way it is correct that grasping

the project of belief does not require the acknowledgement of mountains; it is correct in

general but not when it comes to beliefs about the height of the world’s tallest mountain,

which do of course require such an acknowledgment. If intentionalism is true, then sig-

naling event-types that are intentionally initiated by minded individuals are such that an

audience can’t respect the constitutive norm of signaling without taking the speaker to

have intentions, and treating these intentions as decisive of her success.

If the foregoing is correct, then attribution derives its value from the value of achieving

information transfer (dodging the domain irrelevance horn) without being merely instru-

mental in it (dodging the swamping horn). So states satisfying attitude, accordance,

and attribution have more signaling-relevant value than those only satisfying attitude

and accordance.

I’ve presented a first puzzle concerning the value of communication, and offered a solution to

it available to those willing to countenance non-consequentialist moves in value theory. But,

I will go on to argue next, there are further vexing questions when it comes to vindicating

communication as a uniquely valuable signaling event. And to arrive at the second puzzle

concerning communication’s value, we need first to dip back into its analysis.

4 Communication and Luck

While those in the Gricean tradition agree that attitude, accordance, and attribu-

tion are necessary conditions on successful utterance-understanding, they are also widely

taken not to be jointly sufficient. To see why, we begin with the literature responding to

the following case from Brian Loar (1976):

Smith and Jones are unaware that the man being interviewed on television is
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someone they see on the train every morning and about whom, in that latter

role, they have just been talking. Smith says ‘He is a stockbroker’, intending

to refer to the man on television; Jones takes Smith to be referring to the man

on the train. (p. 357)

Loar and subsequent commentators have the intuition that this case doesn’t look like a

successful case of communication. Loar brought this datum to bear on the debate between

direct reference theorists and Fregeans: that Jones’ arriving at the right referent is insuffi-

cient for successful communication, Loar argues, shows that some “‘manner of presentation’

of the referent is, even on referential uses, essential to what is being communicated” (Loar

1976, 357).

But some commentators subsequent to Loar have focused on a different feature of the

case: that Jones identifies the right referent seemingly by luck. Utterance-understanding

is undermined by luck, just as it’s been widely taken since Gettier (1963) that knowledge

is1415.

14Here, as throughout, I use “luck” as a pre-theoretically intuitive description of what is going on here,

but with no technical conception of luck or, relatedly “deviance,” in mind. Of course, there are certainly

kinds of luck that do not undermine communication, just as there are some that do not undermine knowledge

(a point made nicely in Pritchard 2005a). It being a matter of luck that the interlocutors met up when

they did does not, for instance, seem to undermine the possibility of communication between them.

15The literature does include at least one suggestion that utterance-understanding can be achieved by

luck, in Byrne and Thau (1996, 148). Someone without the intuition that luck ever undermines commu-

nication does not accept one of the premises that this article began by listing, and so the second puzzle

here may just not be a puzzle that applies to them, just as the first puzzle didn’t apply to theorists who

reject the necessity of attribution. However, along the lines of what Heck (1996, 155) noted in response

to Byrne and Thau, if one is inclined to argue that human declarative communication is essentially aimed

at enabling testimonial knowledge and that knowledge itself is underminable by luck, this adds a further
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And providing an analysis of communication that rules out lucky cases appears to be chal-

lenging in ways very familiar from the post-Gettier epistemology literature. Below I’ll give

a rundown of some options for luck-proofing the analysis, along with their shortcomings.

This discussion will then be in service of our asking: what signaling-relevant value, if any,

would the satisfaction of some luck-proofing condition add over and above the value of

satisfying attitude, accordance, and attribution?

4.1 Attempts to luck-proof an analysis of communication

Buchanan (2013) charged that Loar’s case is not actually evidence against direct reference

views about the semantics of singular terms. Rather, per Buchanan, Smith did want Jones

to arrive at the information that an object, a (where a is the man who happens to be both

on television and the train), had the property of being a stockbroker—but he wanted him

to do so on the basis of the observation that the salient man in the signaling context was

the man on the television. Instead, Jones reached the same proposition on the basis of

taking the man on the train to be the salient individual.

Buchanan is developing a point also made in Grice (1969), a general gloss on which is that,

on top of the standardly required intention to have the audience arrive at some content (the

informative intention) and the intention to have the audience see that the speaker has this

informative intention (the communicative intention), the speaker also intends that they

arrive at the content on the basis of some particular feature of the signal (e.g. on the basis

of the signal being tokened in the presence of the television screen displaying the relevant

man, not on the basis of the signal being tokened just after discussion of the, coincidentally

identical, man on the train). Using a term favored by Schiffer (2017), Buchanan refers to

reason, beyond mere intuition, to suspect that communication is undermineable by luck as well. This com-

mitment about the purpose of human declarative communication is one I take no stance on here but, as

discussed in §3, it is compatible with my account.
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these features as inference base features, or ib-features 16.

We should observe that this ib-feature requirement (IBFR) is related to the ‘no-false-

lemmas’ (NFL) response to the Gettier problem (see e.g. Armstrong 1973; Clark 1963).

Both suggest that a satisfactory analysis of their respective target phenomena can be

reached by requiring that the steps of inference involved in each, not just these inferences’

outcomes, satisfy a fit condition: in the case of knowledge that of fitting the world (i.e.

truth), and in the case of utterance-understanding, that of fitting the speaker’s intentions.

What’s more, the IBFR view is vulnerable to objections closely related to those that plague

the NFL condition on knowledge.

Peet (2017) points out that the IBFR, while working nicely to exclude some lucky cases,

still admits others, since “we can always construct a case in which the audience recognizes

all of the speaker’s intended ib-features, and follows the intended inferential path as far as

it goes, but then deviates wildly in such a way that they could easily have failed to recover

the correct referent were it not for some coincidence” (Peet 2017, 381). The audience’s

inferential path may display the elements of any posited set of ib-features, but so long as

that set specifies an inferential path that is less than maximally demanding—that is, so

long as it stops short of specifying an exact and exhaustive set of inferential steps that the

audience is to pass through—it will not be enough to insulate them against a kind of luck

that undermines utterance-understanding. And further, the IBFR can’t specify an exact

and exhaustive set of inferential steps, it is argued, because speakers don’t typically have

such maximally demanding ib-feature intentions 17.

In short, the most demanding IBFR consistent with the fact that speakers have less than

maximally specific intentions still won’t provide a condition which, together with the stan-

16Note that Buchanan doesn’t actually claim that the addition of the ib-feature requirement makes for

a jointly sufficient set of conditions on utterance-understanding, just that it is a further necessary one.

17Peet (2017) makes this argument with reference to a case from Heck (2014).
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dard conditions on successful utterance-understanding, makes for a jointly sufficient set.

Bearing this in mind, consider that the standard objection against the NFL analysis of

knowledge is that there are Gettier-style cases that don’t involve the would-be knower’s

passing through any false beliefs on their way to their conclusion (Clark 1963; Goldman

1976). The NFL condition puts some constraints on how the would-be knower arrives at

their conclusion but, even taken together with a separate justification condition, is not

maximally specific about how they reach any given belief, and leaves room for ways of do-

ing so that are incompatible with knowledge. IBFR and NFL flow from the same instinct

applied to different target phenomena, and they fail in neatly analogous ways.

Having seen that our analysis of utterance-understanding can’t be luck-proofed by the

addition of an analog to the No False Lemmas Condition, it would be natural to wonder

if analogs to the modal conditions on knowledge historically proffered in the epistemology

literature might do any better. Here is a communicative variant of one of these, the

sensitivity condition (Nozick 1981) plus the original epistemic version, for reference:

Sensitivityknow:if p were false, then S would not believe that p.

Sensitivitycom:if p were not (compatible with) the content intended by the

speaker, then S would not have arrived at p.18

On first glance, Sensitivityknow had the resources to deal with Gettier variants like Gold-

man (1976)’s False Barn case. In this famous case, an agent, Henry, has a true justified

belief that the structure in front of him is a barn, but, because he is in an area otherwise

mostly populated by fake barns which he might just as easily have judged incorrectly to be

a real barn, he intuitively seems not to have knowledge. After all, if, as is surely the case

18This proposal is similar in spirit, if not in exact letter, to some modal conditions on communication

suggested by Peet (2019), though Peet takes himself to be offering conditions on “knowledge-yielding

communication” rather than communication per se, as we are.
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in some nearby possible world, the structure in front of Henry had been a barn facade, it

seems like he would still have believed it was a barn; actual Henry’s lack of knowledge is

explained then by a failure to satisfy Sensitivityknow.

Similarly, it might on first glance look like Sensitivitycom can help use deal with Loar’s

case, above. The issue in that case, we might be inclined to say, is that we can easily

imagine a nearby world where Jones arrived at the referent (and so the content) that he

did but where this wasn’t what Smith had in mind (i.e. a world in which the man on the

train, even if resembling the man on the television, was not the same person).

However, consider now a variation of Loar’s case in which the train conductor, a big

fan of this (alleged) stockbroker character, will allow only him to fill that particular seat

on the train. Where this is the case, had the relevant man (the one who is in fact on

television) not been sitting next to Smith and Jones, Jones also would not have identified

the individual in that seat as the referent of Smith’s utterance, because there would have

been no individual there at all. So Jones’ half of the signaling transaction in fact satisfies

sensitivitycom– nonetheless, the transaction fails to look like successful communication to

at least the degree that the original Loar case did. This, incidentally, is a counterexample

to sensitivitycom that is directly analogous to the classic objection to sensitivityknow,

from Kripke (2011).

The case against the analog of the epistemic safety condition (Sosa 1999) is even more

straightforward:

Safetyknow:In all nearby worlds where S believes that p, p is not false.

Safetycom:In all nearby worlds where S arrives at the proposition p, p is not

inconsistent with what the speaker intended.

The standard objection to safetyknow is to ask which worlds count as nearby; unless there

is a non-arbitrary and non-circular way of saying what standard of proximity is in question,
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the condition hasn’t given us a helpful analysis. And this objection persists verbatim except

for the substitution of “understanding” for “knowledge” in the communicative case.

To review, we’ve seen that utterance-understanding is vulnerable to being undermined

by luck. We’ve also seen some of the attempts to luck-proof the analysis of utterance-

understanding, along with their shortcomings.

What we’ve neglected is consideration of one popular response to the foregoing issues in the

analysis of knowledge. For the last twenty years, a popular way out of the frustrations of

post-Gettier knowledge analysis has been the Knowledge-First approach (Williamson 2000).

On this approach, it is a mistake to think that knowledge can be analyzed into more basic

conditions, and so a mistake to think that the value of knowledge is derived from the value

of such conditions. I’m not sure, however, that there is a viable “Utterance-Understanding-

First” position to which the foregoing frustrations with the task of luck-proofing the analysis

of utterance-understanding might drive us. One reason is that I think this strategy is in

tension with a commitment to metaphysical intentionalism about meaning (i.e. the view

meaning is grounded by or otherwise metaphysically derived from intentions), which many

of those who accept a broadly Gricean analysis of communication will endorse. This is be-

cause, on this analysis, what a speaker intends is to bring about a certain kind of response

in the audience— the response we’re calling utterance-understanding. But if utterance-

understanding were deemed unanalyzeable, questions might arise as to whether the in-

tentionalist had really reduced meaning to intentions, since these intentions would embed

reference to the further unanalyzeable semantic notion, utterance-understanding.

5 The Second Puzzle: What is the Value of an Anti-luck

Condition?

What we turn now to considering, for the various candidate anti-luck conditions, is not

whether their addition makes for a jointly sufficient analysis of utterance-understanding
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(as we’ve seen, none clearly do), but rather whether a state that satisfies them will be a

more valuable one. In other words, our second puzzle asks what signaling-relevant value

any anti-luck condition would add, over and above the value of attitude, accordance,

and attribution.

Consider the IBFR; why would arriving at the intended content on the basis of the intended

features matter from the point of view of signaling value? As before, it won’t do to appeal

to the satisfaction of this condition making the satisfaction of the others more probable,

as this runs straight into the swamping problem; and it won’t do to allow it to have a

value that isn’t somehow related to the one distinctive of the signaling domain, which is

to spread information. Now at first glance it may seem like there is an escape hatch here

similar to the one we just used to vindicate attribution; allowing one’s response, as an

audience, to depend on speaker intentions is after all something we regarded as valuable in

a way that dodged both horns of the dilemma. But the intentions invoked in IBFR aren’t

the right kind. The reason that acknowledging the speaker’s intention that the audience

arrive at the proposition p counted as respecting the goals of the signaling activity was that

this intention—the informative intention—was what was determinative of the meaning of

the signal. But the speaker’s other intentions concerning the way the receiver is to arrive

at p are not determinative of the content of the signal; so a condition like IBFR can’t be

vindicated this way19.

Consider next the modal conditions like sensitivitycom and safetycom. If what we care

about, in an assessment of signaling-relevant value, is the actual spread of information, why

should we care about whether this spread also takes place in the next world over? Certainly,

19This conclusion might be troubling for someone who thinks that IBFR is a plausible condition on

communication, even if one doesn’t think that its addition makes for a jointly sufficient set of conditions.

Note that I am offering no argument against IBFR’s being part of the analysis of utterance-understanding—I

remain agnostic on this issue. I’m only alleging that it contributes no further signaling-relevant value.
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neither of the proposed modal conditions represents any further individual respect for

signaling success– as will be discussed in §5.1.2 below, satisfying a modal condition does

not appear to be under agential control– so they can’t be vindicated in the way that

attribution was.

One thought might be that a certain modal robustness of the correlation between what the

signaler intended and what the audience arrived at could just be constitutive of informa-

tion transfer. It’s not unheard of to build a modally robust correlation between sign and

signified into what it means to be a signal (as in e.g. Dretske 1981), though that is different

from building modal demands into what it is for information to have been transferred by a

signal. Notably, this suggestion would mean that the modal condition applied not merely

to paradigmatic human communication, but to all instances of signaling. Our modal con-

ditions as articulated above would not then be exactly fit for purpose, since they allude

explicitly to a signaler with informative intentions– something that rain clouds and rabbit

footprints for instance don’t possess. No trouble– one wanting to run with this suggestion

might tweak, say, sensitivitycom to make it more general:

Sensitivitycom*:if p were not (compatible with) the content of the signal, then

S would not have arrived at p.

But this revised condition isn’t plausibly a necessary condition on information transfer,

because this would falsely entail that information transfer in the natural world is rare.

Suppose that a predator creeping through the brush inadvertently causes the leaves to

rustle, and its prey, a rabbit, bolts. Rabbits are skittish— the rabbit would have bolted

even if it was the wind that rustled the leaves. And if the wind had rustled the leaves,

the rustling of the leaves would not have constituted a sign that there was a predator

nearby. The rabbit would have arrived at the information “there’s a predator nearby,

(better run)” even if that’s not what the rustling signal meant. So if Sensitivitycom*

were true, then even in the case where the rustling is caused by the predator, we couldn’t
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explain the rabbit’s bolting by saying that the rabbit had received this information from

its environment. And this is problematic, for reasons that Millikan (2004) rehearses in

her critique of Dretske (1981)20: in order to provide “a theory of natural information

that will help to explain how real animals manage to obtain useful information,” (2004,

34) it won’t do to give an account of which makes information transfer much rarer than

animals’ apparent responsiveness to their environments. All this to say, the attempt to

vindicate the modal conditions’ signaling-relevant value by maintaining that information

transfer per se constitutively requires their satisfaction is not plausible from the point of

view of analysis. But this leaves me, at least, without any further ideas for how the modal

conditions’ signaling-relevant value could be defended.

This second puzzle concerning the value of communication clearly involves a complexity

that wasn’t present in the case of our first puzzle: the previous section has made it clear

that the literature has not yet offered a fully satisfactory anti-luck condition. And how

can we assess the value of a condition that we haven’t yet identified? Why think that the

status of any of the failed anti-luck conditions vis-à-vis signaling-relevant value is dispositive

concerning the value of the not-yet-discovered anti-luck condition that will feature in a fully

sufficient analysis of utterance-understanding?

Kvanvig (2003) drew a pessimistic conclusion concerning the value of an anti-luck condition

on knowledge very much like the pessimistic conclusion I have suggested concerning the

value of an anti-luck condition on communication. Acknowledging that in the case of

knowledge too, it’s not clear that a successful luck-proofing condition has been found and

so the object of critique is in a sense unknown, Kvanvig observes that, in the succession of

candidate conditions that have been put forward:

20Millikan here is concerned that Dretske’s view makes natural signs themselves too rare– but her

argument extends nicely to showing why we shouldn’t want information transfer from these signs to be too

rare either.
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Counterexamples to the initial formulation of the approach force alterations in

the approach, and the alterations are guided exclusively by concern over the

nature of knowledge, resulting in emendations of the original suggestion that

appear entirely ad hoc from the point of view focusing on the question of the

value of knowledge...When we look carefully at the variety of failed attempts

to satisfy the twin desiderata concerning the nature and value of knowledge,

we do not find signs of progress. We find, instead, a repeated pattern in which

progress with respect to one desideratum is balanced by greater weakness with

respect to the other (Kvanvig 2003, 138-139, italics mine).

I suggest analogously that innovations designed to offer a better analysis of communi-

cation will continue to make no improvement concerning the signaling-relevant value of

communication. The argument here doesn’t pretend to be deductive: that there are other

ways in which extant or future anti-luck conditions on utterance-understanding might nav-

igate the dilemma is not impossible, for all that’s been said here. But lacking such a

candidate, or a demonstration that the mentioned candidates contribute more to the value

of the event than has occurred to us here, the remaining conclusion deserves considera-

tion: that whatever the further conditions on utterance-understanding are, they add no

signaling-relevant value beyond that already present in attitude, accordance, and at-

tribution. Utterance-understanding then, and communication by extension, is no more

valuable than the state satisfying only a proper subset of its conditions. Communication

is just not a uniquely valuable signaling achievement.

5.1 Some Objections and Replies

5.1.1 Why not center on the speaker?

In the search for a unique value possessed by communication, we might be tempted to

turn to the idea that utterance-understanding uniquely satisfies the speaker’s intentions.
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Whereas when we attempt to reach true beliefs about the world, our doing so is not

prefigured by any intention by the world to be known, what the audience side of a successful

communicative transaction achieves is that which was intended by the speaker. And so an

alternative response to the value question for communication emerges where an analogous

response wouldn’t have been possible in the case of knowledge: perhaps the unique value

of utterance-understanding lies in the fact that it uniquely satisfies speaker intentions. I

don’t embrace this possibility.

The first thing to note is that, just as no fully successful audience-side anti-luck criterion has

been articulated by the literature, nor is there a promising speaker-side anti-luck condition

(i.e. one articulating a speaker’s intention that the signal be transmitted non-luckily)

on offer. But even supposing that such a speaker-side condition were articulated, and

supposing that it was satisfactory to allow the audience-side event to inherit its value from

the value of speaker intentions21, we would only have referred the second value problem

over to the speaker’s side– it would still remain to be explained why it was valuable that

the speaker had this anti-luck intention; and if the intention’s value couldn’t navigate our

now-familiar dilemma, nor could the value of the audience’s satisfying it.

5.1.2 Why do we aim for communication?

It’s natural to ask why, if utterance-understanding, and so communication, is not a uniquely

valuable kind of signaling event, it is the one we aim for—or at least take ourselves to be

aiming for—and the standard we hold others to. Roughly I think: a) it’s not totally clear

that we really do aim for, or hold others to the standard of, utterance-understanding rather

than merely attitude, accordance, and attribution and b) even if we do, there are

explanations of this fact available that don’t rely on communication being uniquely valuable

21One might have further doubts on the grounds that it is a very odd story on which value flows from

intentions to their satisfactions, rather than vice versa.
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qua signaling event.

Part a) of my response takes some further inspiration from epistemology, specifically Kaplan

(1985) where he notes that “given our conception of knowledge, all we can do by way of

seeking knowledge is seek justified belief and hope that this justified belief will satisfy

whatever other conditions a justified belief must satisfy in order to qualify as knowledge”

(361). That is, particularly if the successful fourth condition on knowledge turns out to be

a more sophisticated cousin of the modal conditions we’ve seen offered before, it’s really not

clear what a person could do to aim at knowledge beyond aiming for justified belief.

Imagine now a person who, aiming to be a good understander, is attentive to the intentions

of agents in her environment, which involves always trying to be diligently alert to the

presence of signals and to the informative intentions that accompany them. We of course

might say more about what this diligent alertness will require, and no doubt a lot of it will

have to do with being a good epistemic agent (e.g. making good inferences about signaler

intentions on the basis of evidence). But all that would be by way of unpacking the actions

already listed, rather than enumerating more. And I take it that’s because there aren’t

really more to be listed— there’s nothing more we could ask an agent to do, by way of being

a good signal audience, beyond trying to infer the signaler’s signaling-relevant attitudes

and their contents. This seems to indicate that all that’s encompassed by the standard of

utterance-understanding to which we hold ourselves and others, is that we do our darndest

to satisfy attitude, accordance, and attribution. Communication per se may require

more than this, but that simply suggests that we aren’t really aiming at communication,

even if we hope for it— if utterance-understanding requires the satisfaction of something

like sensitivitycom or safetycom, the gap between satisfying merely the three original

conditions and achieving utterance-understanding itself is not one that can be closed by

anything under the audience’s agential control.

Part b) of my response starts by noting that nothing I have argued for has strictly ruled
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out the possibility that communication’s anti-luck criterion might have extrinsic value in

relation to purposes beyond the goals of the signaling domain. For instance, one might

revert to the position discussed in §3, that communication’s incompatibility with luck is

useful because it allows communication to give rise to a further luck-incompatible state

like knowledge22.

Of course, if one accepts the value-skeptical argument not only about communication, but

about knowledge too, then this move will raise the related question of why knowledge, if

not uniquely epistemically valuable, is what we aim for. Very generally: why would we

prefer unlucky states, even when the luck makes no difference concerning any positively

articulable value?

Papineau (2019, 2) has suggested that because “the concept of knowledge is both phy-

logenetically and ontogenetically primitive”, our retaining a practice of privileging this

anti-luck concept will be explainable by a story about our cognitive evolution, without

being justifiable in terms of any value we now have. Pritchard (2005b, 194) and others

connect luck aversion to our attachment to the idea of epistemic achievement by the agent,

whereas “luck undermines genuine achievement”— even while arguing that a certain kind

of luck is inescapable, and so a certain aspiration for agential achievement futile (see also

Pritchard 2003, 2005a). I take no position on which of these is the correct explanation,

but I do think it is interesting to consider the extent to which these explanations of luck

aversion might apply to communication as well— if so, they provide a direct explanation of

why we might retain the concept of communication that needn’t route through the premise

that the phenomenon has value vis-à-vis the signaling domain, or any other.

22What is incompatible with my view is the idea that knowledge production is the characteristic goal of

signaling per se—but this doesn’t mean there aren’t signaling event-types that are knowledge-conducive.
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6 Conclusion

If we have offered reason to think that communication has no distinctive value qua signaling

transaction, there remains the prospect, which I have not argued against, that it is unique

among signaling phenomena in the value that it has vis-à-vis other domains of value. For

instance, as mentioned above, satisfaction of the attribution condition on communication

(as well, perhaps, as the IBFR) is clearly valuable for the purpose of mind-reading and all

the social facility it enables. And further anti-luck conditions, as we have said, may be

what allows communication to give rise to the further luck-proof state, knowledge, which

may or may not be uniquely epistemically valuable itself.

While not then clearly motivating an abandonment of communication as a target phe-

nomenon of lay significance and theoretical interest, our conclusion remains significant. If

human communication really has among its success conditions any of those that the luck-

proofing literature has enumerated, then caring about communication per se can not be

justified merely by an interest in information transfer. If communication is special among

signaling events, it is perhaps special because of its connections to knowledge production

or to human sociality– the value of which register only outside the domain of signaling per

se.
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